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Goals of this training:
● Demonstrate ways to test access to electronic resources in Primo 

● Review what to look for when testing access

● Share expected times for Primo publishing and indexing 

● Share questions to consider when performing basic troubleshooting



Required Roles in Alma
To manage electronic resources in Alma, you must have the following roles:

● Electronic Inventory Operator
● Electronic Inventory Operator Extended (required for delete operations)
● Repository Manager
● CDI Operator (once Central Discovery Index replaces Primo Central Index)



Test Access in Alma

Why Test in Alma?

● Confirm that the content and access is set up correctly
● Check linking to make sure that the right kind of link is selected: static 

URL, parser parameters, etc.
● Make sure all the necessary parameters are in place, such as Location 

ID, Account ID, and/or Customer ID



Test From Collection



Test From Collection
Check the linking tab to make sure that the link is set up correctly. If you see something like $$LOC_ID 
in the parser parameters, you may need to add that parameter lower down the page.



Test From Collection
Scroll down to see if you need to add any Linking Parser Parameters. See What Electronic Collections 
Require Special Parameters to Work, and How Do I Add These Parameters?

https://slcny.libanswers.com/faq/265357
https://slcny.libanswers.com/faq/265357


Test From Collection
Click on the Portfolio tab and select a portfolio to test





Test From Portfolio
You can also search Alma for a specific portfolio, like an eBook, and test from there



Why test from Primo VE when you’ve already tested access in Alma?

● Make sure that content was published and is available in Primo so that 
patrons can see and access it

● Ensure that the resource is available before notifying a faculty 
requester that item is available, or before adding it to a reserve list

● Verify that the proxy is working for off-site access

Test From Primo VE



When should you expect to see Alma content show up in Primo?

● Alma bib records for ejournals, ebooks, streaming films, and other 
electronic content will appear in 10 to 30 minutes

● Article/chapter level searching will be available in a week to 10 days
○ Note that you need to have the Primo Central Index collection 

active for article-level searching
○ You’ll have to wait for the availability job to run to see article-level 

results

Test From Primo VE - Timing



Test From Primo VE - Portfolio Bib Record

● Search Primo for a known portfolio
● Use Alma to select a portfolio (journal title, ebook title, or title of a 

streaming film) from the electronic collection that you would like to test. 
● Copy the portfolio name from Alma and paste it into the Primo search 

box.



Copy one of the portfolio titles to search in Primo

Test From Primo VE - Portfolio Bib Record



Test From Primo VE - Portfolio Bib Record

Search Primo:
● Make sure that content shows as available
● Make sure link works both on and off-campus



Test From Primo VE - Article/Chapter
Why test?
● Make sure patrons can get to article-level content 
● Content will not appear in a default, unexpanded search until 

availability publishing runs, which can take a week to 10 days
● Make sure search index is active:

○ If you are adding a portfolio to a collection that’s already active, 
shouldn’t be a problem. New collections may need to be activated 
in the PCI.

● It’s possible to test content before availability publishing runs:
○ Perform an expanded search (Expand My Results). If an article 

result says “unavailable,” open the full record to see if on the fly 
holdings look-up populate View Online with active links

● It’s a good idea to test access both before availability cycle runs and 
after to make sure content appears in unexpanded search



Test From Primo VE - Article/Chapter
Finding content to test:

● Try searching by portfolio title to see if you can get article results for 
that journal or ebook title, but it can be hit or miss

● Search by portfolio title and filter by resource type: article and 
collection, but this method will only work if your collection has an 
exact match in the Primo Central Index for searching

● Search for the journal title in Google, go to the journal site and 
navigate to the TOC for an issue from the past year, copy an article 
and search for that article in Primo VE. If you pick an article that is too 
recent, the content may not be indexed by the PCI yet.

● Search in the stand-alone version of whatever database you’re 
activating, and find a full-text article that should come from that 
database. Copy the title and search for it in Primo VE.



Test From Primo VE - Workflow Example

Gale Academic OneFile:

● Test a portfolio from Alma:
○ Search for collection in IZ
○ Edit Service
○ Go to Portfolio Tab
○ Select a Portfolio and test access



Test From Primo VE - Workflow Example

Gale Academic OneFile: Test Access in Alma

● Access display in Alma
● Sometimes, you must click a link to 

display the full-text in a new window



Test From Primo VE - Workflow Example

Gale Academic OneFile: Test Access in 
Primo VE:

● Find an article that should be full-text 
in Gale Academic OneFile by searching 
database or by going to journal 
webpage



Test From Primo VE - Workflow Example
Gale Academic OneFile: Test Access in Primo VE

● Copy article title and search in Primo VE. 
● Note that article in database might be indexed slightly differently in 

Primo VE. In this example, full title is “Desert Trees: Reserves of energy, 
slowly invested over decades, allow desert trees--even woodlands--to 
thrive,” which results in no hits in Primo VE. Punctuation can cause 
search problems, and in this case, the article was in Primo without the 
subtitle:



Test From Primo VE - Workflow Example

Gale Academic OneFile: Test Access in Primo VE

● Check that the content shows as available (if availability cycle has run)
● Make sure link works both on and off-campus



Basic Troubleshooting
First, identify which system(s) is the source of the issue:

Alma: 
● Can you locate the portfolio in Primo and see available electronic services in View Online?
● Upon clicking an electronic service in View Online, are you directed to the appropriate vendor 

platform or login page for off-campus access?

Vendor:
● On the vendor platform, can you access full-text?
● Do you see an error message about the item not being found or not being available?

EZ Proxy:
● Does an error message appear when off-campus which says the host is not configured 

correctly?
● Can users authenticate properly and get to the vendor platform?



Basic Troubleshooting
If you can’t resolve the problems that you find when testing, you may need to 
involve your campus Systems Librarian or pursue the issue through a 
Basecamp post or a Salesforce case.

The next webinar in this series, Advanced ERM: Troubleshooting Linking, will 
cover what to do if you can’t easily fix the problems you’ve found when testing 
content in Alma and Primo.

https://slcny.libcal.com/event/6115396


References

● How long should things like activating e-collections, making changes to 
the Primo VE interface, indexing, etc. take to fully show up in the system 
so we can know when to test? SLSS FAQ

http://slcny.libanswers.com/faq/273037
http://slcny.libanswers.com/faq/273037
http://slcny.libanswers.com/faq/273037

